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Colour has a great influence on people's psychology, and it has naturally
become a special design language in our daily life. Unfortunately, colour-
blind people may miss the information deriving from colour. For example,
increased risk of traffic safety problems, and in some situations, it may affect
performance due to unclear colour communication.

Due to these problems, BinoViz, a visual technology company, has a BVTM
technology that can help different types of colour-blind people distinguish
colours. This project cooperates with BinoViz to design a product using
BTVM technology to help colour- blind people define colour and receive
colour messages

• Understand the needs of target users and expectations for technology by 
conducting interviews and observations

• Study optical knowledge to utilize high technology in design to improve 
the target user's visual experience

• Explore the market gap by developing market research

• Create an enjoyable experience during colour share entertainment

• Assess design flexibility and ergonomics by testing

Using a qualitative methodology, interviews will
be conducted with people who have colour
weaknesses or are colour-blind. The interviews
contain three parts: personal background,
inconvenience brought by visual defects to life,
and the expectation of future technological
designs.

For people with normal
vision, the contrast of
colours is not very different
between the simulated
colour-blind version and
the enhanced version in
this test. However, colour-
blind people are very
sensitive to hue of colour.
So for them, the difference
between green and red is
obvious in the enhanced
version.

Congenital lack of colour
cells cannot be recovered,
but the colour information
can be recovered. In the
three histograms of the
colour spaces, each
shaded area represents a
colour of information. From
the table, even persons
with complete colour
blindness can receive this
technique to similar colour
information.
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In terms of 
enhancing empathy, 
there are some daily 
life observations by 
the imitating vision of 
CVD people.

The study hopes to innovate a
wearable technology design
that can help enhance colour-
blind people’s ability to
distinguish colour in their daily
practical life by BVTM. The AR
glasses can provide
informative messages through
interactive features to
immediately prompt dangerous
colour sirens using danger
colour panels, which would be
suitable for traffic safety.

Most of the colour blind people
are also male, so the design is
cool and futuristic style. The
portable AR glasses are
convenient for users to enjoy
visual enhancement. There are
three main functions of the AR
Glasses: colour-blind
distinguishment, AR scene and
image enhancement.
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Testing the product structure, form and product
detail for further 3D development. Ergonomic
testing are in need when there is a wearable
design. Furthermore, some technology testing
results can be referred for consideration.
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